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.Unless stated otherwise, you may quote formulae, without proof, from the 
booklet. 
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2 

Do not write 
Oulside the 

box 
Section A 

Answer all questions in the spaces provided. 

A circle has equation (r-4 +(y+ 4) = 9 
1 

What is the area of the circle?

Circle your answer. 

[1 mark]

9 81T 
31T 16T 

2 A curve has equation y = x° +4x + 7x +q where q is a positive constant. 

Find the gradient of the curve at the point wherex =0 

Circle your answer. 

[1 mark] 

The line L has equation 2x+ 3y = 7 

Which one of the following is perpendicular to L? 

Tick one box. 

[1 mark] 

3y 7 2x: m 2x-3y = 7 

m m= -
3x+2y=-7 

2x+3y= 

2y 3xac 
3x-2y=7

3oc-2y:C 
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3 

Do not write
outside the 

box 
Sketch the graph of y = |2r + al, where a is a positive constant. 

Show clearly where the graph intersects the axes. 

3 marks] 

X 

5 Show that, for small values of x, the graph of y = 5 +4 sin+12 tan can be 

approximated by a straight line.

[3 marks] 

Sn L tane T 

Sin ton 

S+ S+ 22c+ 4c = S+6x 

This i in he acm 

Turn over 
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4 
Do not wrile

oulside thee 

box A function f is defined by f(r) = -
v2 2 

6 

6 (a) State the maximum possible domain of f. 

2 marks]

Neequire 2c-220. 

X-2 6 (b) Use the quotient rule to show that f'(r) = -

(2r-2)2 
[3 marks] 

V: (2c-2) 
y' (2x-2)

2-2) x(2x-2)
(2e-2) 

c)uv-u
V 

2-2-x c-2 

_(2-2)- 
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5 

6(c) Show that the graph of y = f(x) has exactly one point of inflection. 

Do not wr1e 
Oulside the 

bOx 

[7 marks 
C-2 

(2-2 

Vz (2-2)

'3(2c-2 

")(2x-D-axax- 
(2x-2) 

We reqúe a):0 dor a eint of 

in echon. 
2- - 3(oc-2)(2gc-2)0. 

(2c-2) (2c-2 -3c +6 0 

isoet in the 

domao

)= 20 " (s) = - o 

Thereore Mt hwe we 

point o ioflkchon. T 

6 (d) Write down the values of x for which the graph of y = f() is convex. 

1 mark] 

Turn over 
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7 (a) Given that log,y = 2log, 7 + log, 4 +7, find y in terms of 

4 marks]

loga y= loga 49 t loga 4 
loga 116 l0ga a 
loge 196 + Joaea 

196a 

Jun18/7367/3 



7 

Do not write 
Oulside the 

box 

7 (6) When asked to solve the equation 

2lo9,x=log,9-lo9, 4 
a student gives the following solution: 

2log,x = log, 9- lo9,4 

9 
2lo9,x = l09a7 

9 loggx = l09a 

Explain what is wrong with the student's solution. 

[1 mark] 
should be Omited- 

does hawe Solyh on. 

Turn over for the next question

Turn over 
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8 
Do not write 
oulside the 

box 

sin 2x 
Prove the idenuty q+tanx8 (a) 2 sinr cos'x 

[3 marks] 

Sio2CE. 2dioc casC 
tanXE ecr_ 

28inc CoSC So 2 
Secx 

3 

2 Sin cos x_ 

Jun18/7357/3 



9 
Do not write 
outside the 

box 8 (b) Hence find 3 de 
1+tan 20 

[6 marks] 

4 +tan?26 de 42Sin 20cos' 26 de Sin +e 

Lek u= _cos26e. 
Then 2 - 2 Sin 26 dez du 

-4u du 

- ++ C 

- coS 6 + C 

Turn over 

Jun18/73573 



10 
Do not write

Outside the 

DOX Helen is creating a mosaic pattern by placing square tiles next to each other along a 
straight line.

9 

14' 

The area of each tie is half the area of the previous tile, and the sides of the largest
tiie have length w centimetres. 

(a) Find, in tems of w, the length of the sides of the second largest tie. 9 

1 mark 

Area of lacgest Squore w* 
Area o 2nd largestSquoe:2 

Lenqw 

9 (b) Assume the tiles are in contact with adjacent tiles, but do not overlap. 

Show that, no matter how many tiles are in the pattern, the total length of the series 
of tiles wll be less than 3.5w. 

[4 marks] 

he he padteco ba demonshroked as 
geomehrnc Sequene h azW 

Ond_:

So 

S 1- 3.+lw 

3.4 lw L 3.Sw 
therehoce he stl lengh f the 
Sase is lesshan 3 SwL 
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11 

Do not write 
Oulside the 9 (c) Helen decides the patten will look better if she leaves a 3 millimetre gap between 

adjacent tiles.
bOx 

Explain how you could refine the model used in part (b) to account for the 3 milimetre 
9ap, and state how the total length of the series of tiles will be affected. 

2 marks]

Each ble wodd hen quire an 

Since Hha patecn 
S iaßaitely Rpeahng e otel

xtta 3mm 

length Wil nt_ nawe ondgger 
limit. 

Turn over for the next question

Turn over 
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12 
Do not wrte 

oulside the 

box 
10 Prove by contradiction that 2 is an irrational number.

[7 marks] 

2 is caional e. Assune 
2 

a 

Assume adso hat Sio jts 

mast simihed pmie a a and

b howa Common tachurs. no 

b2 a 
2b = a 

eNen_

Then dencte a 2d. 

a26 8d 
b 4d 
9_ bs_ Nen 

a and bhave 

facto ok 2, which 
Comman_ 

Cmtradicks 

aSSummson 

Thece kore 32 i icrahomal 
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13 

Do not wite 
outside thee 

Section B box 

Answer all questions in the spaces provided. 

11 The table below shows the probability distribution for a discrete random variable X. 

2 3 4 5 

P(X=)| 2k k 4k 2k k 

Find the value of k. 

Circle your answer.
[1 mark)|

Turn over for the next question 

Turn over 
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14 
Do not write

oulside the 

box The histogram below shows the heights, in cm, of male A-level students at a particular 

school.
12 

Frequency 2 
density 

155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 

Height (in cm) 

Which class interval contains the median height? 

Circle your answer.
[1 markl 

[155, 160) [160, 170)) 70, 180T [180, 190 

Jun18/7357/3



15 

0lhe Ine 

13 The table below shows an extract from the Large Data Selt. 

% change 
since 2011 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Other takeaway food 
brought home 

o 29 

Sarah claims that the -29% change since 2011 is incorract, as there ls no change
between 2011 and 2014. 

Using your knowledge of the Large Data Set to Justity your answer, oxplain whether
Sarah's claim is correct. 

(3 marks] 

he value ia mee ableareonded, 
So oure achoalMu. nca- zero 

la ha Daa Set_ he cdak a 
Much moe pece and shovs he 

-29Z chonge CorreCA

herelore Sorah S claimn S 

in correck 

Turn over for the next questlon 

Turn over 
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16 

Do not write 
Oulside ihe 

14 A teacher in a college asks her mathematics students what other subjects they are 

studying. 
box 

She finds that, of her 24 students: 

12 study physics 
8 study geography 
4 study geography and physics

14 (a) A student is chosen at random from the class. 

Detemine whether the event the student studies physics' and the event the student 
studies geography' are independent. 

[2 marks] 

P(P)- Re) = ̀ , P(enG) 

PRG) PPac)
Theeae hevent are ndepende

eoch other 

Jun18/7357/3 



17 

Do not write 

Oulside the 

box 14 (b) It is known that for the whole college: 

the probability of a student studying mathematics is 

the probability of a student studying biology is 

the probability of a student studying biology given that they study mathematics is 
Calculate the probability that a student studies mathematics or biology or both.

[4 marks] 

P(M) R(e):6 sIM)= _ 

PMn B) = P(M) x P(8Im) 

PMB)=
PM) P(B) -RP(MAs). 

-
24 

Turn over for the next question

Turn over 
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18 
Do not write 

Oulside the 

box 
15 Abu visits his local hardware store to buy six light bulbs.

He knows that 15% of all bulbs at this store are fauty. 

State a distribution which can be used to model the number of faulty bulbs he buys. 
[1 mark] 

15 (a) 

B.01s) 

15 (b) Find the probability that all of the bulbs he buys are faulty. 

1 mark]
6 

0.IS 0.0000113106 

15 (c) Find the probability that at least two of the bulbs he buys are faulty. 

[2 marks]

P(x 2 2)=1-P(xs1) 
-P(x=) Px=)) 
-o.es (hes o.n) 

-(o.S 6(o-850-u) 
0.2235S2 

0.22 4 

15 (d) Find the mean of the distribution stated in part (a). 
[1 mark]

b x 0.S=0.9

Jun18/7387/3 



19 

Do not write 
outside the 15 (e) State two necessary assumptions in context so that the distribution stated in part (a) 

is valid. 
box 

(2 marks] 

The pobabiiks cho0 sing 
4w lhy liqhk bulh ic Contont 

Eachliat bvlb_ 1 Lodep.endendly 
kaulty or net fauly of ahec 
light bulbr 

Turn over for the next question

Turn over 
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16 
DO not wie 

Outside the A survey of 120 adults found that the volume, X litres per person, of carbonated drinks they consumed in a week had the following results:
box 

2 165.6 261.8 
16 (a) (i) Calculate the mean of X. 

1 markl 

2E I6S.G = 1-38 
20 

16 (a) (i) Calculate the standard deviation of X. 

2 marks]261 - L-38 vo.273 : 0.S26S6120 

E 0:521 

16 (b) Assuming that X can be modelled by a normal distribution find 

16 (b) (i) P(0.5 <X < 1.5) 
[2 marks] 

P(o.s x<Ls) P(x 41LS) -P(x0-s) 
P(xsI.s)- P(xg0.s)_ 

0-Sa- 0.047S 

Jun18/7357/3 



21 

Do not write
outside the 

16 (b) (i) P(X = 1) box 

[1 mark] 

16 (c) Determine with a reason, whether a normal distribution is suitable to model this data.
[2 marks] 

The madel muybe napprcpnake 
1.3 8_los2n3)= 0:201L 

hee s Suggeshe lec ha 
mode hak peqle are able le_ o dnk 

ess han 

16 (d) It is known that the volume, Y litres per person, of energy drinks consumed in a week 
may be modelled by a normal distribution with standard deviation 0.21 

Given that P(Y> 0.75) =0.10, find the value of , correct to three significant figures.
4 marks] 

I NA 0.21) 

P( 27 ) =o-1 2-1 

a Zsit .28 16. 

0.7S-M
0-21 1.281b 

E0. 4RL. 

Turnover| 
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22 

Do not write 
oulside the 17 Suzanne is a member of a sports club. box

For each sport she competes in, she wins half of the matches.

17 (a) After buying a new tennis racket Suzanne plays 10 matches and wins 7 of them. 

Investigate, at the 10% level of significance, whether Suzanne's new racket has made 
a difference to the probability of her winning a match.

marks 

Hp=O.s H:_pt0 
Let X_be Hha mber a matches

WOn XRla.0.r) nder Ho 

Px <6 = 1- P(x 21) 
0.828

Pxz)= 0. 

Wsabwahailedert se we 
-need o hoNe S sors hcance
esther Sde olHhedashiouion, 

0.112 20-os do So we 

_oot howe eMdleaCe o ascdMa 

here aat Sufkcieat wwidenCk 

Suzanne' Cacket has 

diefeeACe 
o 

nadea
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23 

Do not write 
outside the 17 (b) After buying a new squash racket, Suzanne plays 20 matches. Find the minimum

number of matches she must win for her to conclude, at the 10% level of significance, 
that the new racket has improved her performance. 

box 

I5 marks] 

YB(2o, 0s) 
We Cequire P( Y>y) <0-| 

let u=/3: 
P(Yz 13)=_0.1316 20-1 

let = 14 PYz4)= 0.0 77 <7 0-1, 

Theehre we hawe Hhe MiNMum 

Aum ber of matches

Turn over for the next question

Turn over 
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Do not wrile 
outside the 

boX 18 In a region of England, the government decides to use an advertising campaign to 

encourage people to eat more healthily. 

Before the campaign, the mean consumption of chocolate per person per week was 
known to be 66.5g, with a standard deviation of 21.2g 

18 (a) After the campaign, the first 750 available people from this region were surveyed to 
find out their average consumption of chocolate. 

18 (a) (i) State the sampling method used to collect the survey. 
[1 mark 

Oppochais he Samp ing 

18 (a) (i) Explain why this sample should not be used to conduct a hypothesis test. 

[1 mark] 

The Saump le is not andom. 

Jun18/7357/3 



25 

Do nol write
outside the 18 (b) A second sample of 750 people revealed that the mean consumption of chocolate per 

person per week was 65.4g
bOx 

Investigate, at the 10% level of significance, whether the advertising campaign has 
decreased the mean consumption of chocolate per person per week. 

Assume that an appropriate sampling method was used and that the consumption of 
chocolate is normally distributed with an unchanged standard deviation. 

[6 marks] 

Mai u=h6-S- 

6S.4-66-5
Tes taishe Z 

2.2 

For10z iqaicana2, we howe 

Zcát E1-28 

42 28 

So we Can réect 

laimMaat oe campaiq n has 

reduced he consumphm of chMocolate 

END OF QUESTIONSS 
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Do not wnite 
outside the 

There are no questions printed on this page bo 

DO NOT WRITEON THIS PAGE 
ANSWER IN THE/SPACES PROVIDED 
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27 
Do not write 
oulside the 

There are no questions printed on thls page box 

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAGE 
ANSWER IN THE/SPACES PROVIDED 
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Do nct wrte 
outside the There are no questions printed on this page bOx 

DO NOT WRITE/ON THIS PAGE 
ANSWER IN THE/SPACES PROVIDED 
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